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ABSTRACT 

   

Received:  

Accepted:  

 The use of Learning Games (LGs) in schools is a success factor for students. The benefits they 

bring to the learning process should be widely disseminated at all levels of education. 

Currently, there are thousands of LGs that cover a large variety of educations fields. Despite 

this large choice of LGs, very few are used by teachers, due to the difficulty of finding and 

selecting suitable LGs. The aim of this paper is to propose an extraction model that will 

automatically collect the information about LGs directly from their web pages, in order to 

index them in a catalogue. The proposed ADEM (Automatic Description Extraction Model), 

browses the web pages describing LGs and does a first cleaning to remove any unnecessary 

information. Then a detection of description blocks, based on a certain number of criteria, 

identifies the regions containing the LG description text. Finally, an indexing on specific fields 

is performed. ADEM made it possible to automatically process 785 web pages to extract LG 

metadata indexing information. The results of this extraction process were validated by 20 

teachers. This model therefore offers a promising starting point for better LG indexing and the 

creation of a complete catalogue.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The introduction of Learning Games (LGs) in schools has 

shown the great potential of games for education [1]–[3]. LGs 

have hence become increasingly known to teachers and 

students from kindergarten to higher education [4], [5]. The 

development of digital LGs in particular, has expanded 

considerably these past years, due to the popularity of 

computers, tablets and smartphones [6]. However, even if 

teachers are aware of the existence of LGs and want to use 

them, very few do. Indeed, they encounter difficulties in 

selecting LGs for their teaching activities. Looking for LGs 

with classic search engines is very time consuming and brings 

little satisfaction [7], [8]. In addition, there are very few 

catalogues that offer a wide range of LGs and that are equipped 

with a filtering system that allows teachers to find the LGs that 

meet their specific needs (Table 1).  

In addition, these catalogues are updated manually [9], [10]. 

This means that it is a human who adds the LGs to the 

catalogues and fills in the metadata (i.e. name of the LG, 

subject taught, level of study) that will be used to filter them. 

This indexing task is tedious [6] and, when performed by 

humans, can include errors. Automatic or semi-automatic 

indexing would allow more LGs to be considered and would 

facilitate the work. The insertion of new LGs could be done 

automatically. But, how to index these LGs when we know 

that the information provided on the designers' webpages is 

neither standardized nor structured in the same way [11]? How 

to extract relevant information such as the domain of the LG, 

the platform or the learning level for which it is intended? 

We try to answer this question by proposing an Automatic 

Description Extraction Model (ADEM). First, the model goes 

through the web in search of LG web pages. Then, ADEM 

extract the information that describes the games on these 

websites and extracts the metadata useful for the automatic 

indexing of these websites.  

In this article, we present the work done on tools and 

methods for extracting information from websites. Next, we 

present the ADEM model. In the experimentation part, we 

discuss the model's performance on a selection of LG 

websites. To conclude, we discuss the contributions of the 

model and its concrete use in a LG catalogue.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Current LG catalogues use manual indexing, which consists 

in asking a human to analyze and extract all the relevant 

information on the LGs’ webpage. The people who are in 

charge of this task are LG experts or enthusiasts who have a 

good level of knowledge about the LGs cited [11]. They search 

on social media feeds, blogs or directly on the webpage of 

companies that produce LGs, in order to find new LGs and 

index them in their catalogues, according to their own 

classification model [12], [13]. The description information 

about these LGs is either copied as it is or formatted according 

to the classification model used by the catalogue [14]. This 

information formatting requires a phase of familiarization, 

analysis and translation of the original documents and the LG 

itself. For example, the SeriousGameClassification and 

MobyGames platforms [14], [15], which have 20 years of 

existence, count more than 100 contributors. 

The problem with this method is the heaviness of the task. 

Moreover, it can only be done by an expert who knows where 

to find new LGs and who knows the catalogue description 

model [16], [17]. In addition, most of these catalogues offer all 

types of games, learning and non-learning and or not always 

up to date [11], [18], [19].  Teacher who are looking for LGs 



 

will therefore have to browse several catalogues before finding 

the appropriate one. Table 1 presents statistics on the seven 

biggest (most LGs) and most updated catalogs we found in the 

literature [11], [20].  

 

Table 1. List of Learning Games catalogues 

 

Catalogue All 

Games 

Nb of 

LGs 

Update 

freq 

SeriousGameClassification 3,300 402 +1 / Day 

MobyGames 110,558 260 +3 / Day 

Serious Games Fr 183 74 +1 / 

Month 

MIT Education Arcade 8 7 On 

Project 

Vocabulary Spelling City 42 42 On 

Project 
- Nb of LGs: total number of LGs of catalogues 
- Update freq: frequency with which the LGs are added to the catalogues 

-The URLs of each catalogue can be found in the appendix. 

 

In order to create a LG catalogue that covers all types of 

levels and educational fields and that is automatically updated 

with new LGs, it is necessary to reduce human intervention 

and switch to an automatic method that will scan the pages of 

the LG editors' webpages to retrieve the necessary 

information, analyze it and format it according to an indexing 

standard. This is where the fist difficulty appears: LG editors 

do not follow standards such as LOM (Learning Object 

Metadata) [21]–[23], MLR (Metadata for Learning Resources) 

[24] or ontology-based systems [25], [26] to define their 

games [27]. This greatly complicates the automatic indexing 

task, since the system cannot immediately understand the 

information.  

Early research, that deals with the automatic analysis of web 

pages, analyze the pages’ DOM (Document Object Model) 

tree, to extract the html tags that potentially contain useful 

information [28], [29]. This process is only possible if the 

webpage structure is known [30], [31]. The problem is 

therefore the same, since it involves human intervention to 

analyze the structure of the page, inducing potential errors and 

a slow indexing process [32]. The page analysis therefore must 

be fully automated for the extraction of information on the 

LGs. One possible solution could be to make a statistical 

analysis of the weights of the information contained in the 

branches of the web page’s DOM tree, in order to identify the 

regions where the important information, concerning the LG, 

could be. The work carried out by Velloso R.P et al. [33], 

which uses signal processing techniques to perform this 

regions analysis, is interesting because it allows to determine 

approximately which parts of the web page contain the 

information describing the LG. However, this technique has 

the particularity of bringing a lot of noise (i.e. irrelevant 

information), such as the content of headers and side sections 

of the webpage. This technique must be combined with further 

processing to analyze the collected data [34].  

The implementation of a system that will be trained to 

identify regions in the DOM tree path that contain the required 

information [10] can also be interesting. This system seems 

especially relevant for extracting information on platforms that 

host multiple LGs with the same presentation pattern for each 

LG page. Indeed, once the first pages are processed, 

identifying the regions of the DOM tree on similar pages will 

be easy. However, this learning phase needs to be done for all 

the discovered LG webpages.  

As we can see, current methods do not allow us to move 

closer to our initial objective of automating the extraction of 

information describing LGs, or to reduce human influence in 

their indexing. Using keyword recognition would not work 

any better, since it will have pick up text in the advertisements 

and related articles [29], [34]. The information we want to 

extract from the webpages is only the information that 

describes the LGs. The system should therefore be able to 

identify the regions of the page that contain this description 

information, clean it, find the terms identifying the attributes 

that will be used to index the LGs, and all this, automatically. 

3 AUTOMATIC METADATA EXTRACTION 

MODEL DESIGN 

3.1 Webpage browsing 

 

  Our objective is to limit the expert's intervention to the 

minimum. Thus, in addition to automatically extracting the 

keywords used to index LGs, the ADEM system must be able 

to automatically collect the web pages of these games. To do 

so, ADEM uses a list of URLs pointing to teachers blogs, 

catalogues of LG publishers and websites specialized in 

learning resources (Table 1). This is not ideal in itself, but as a 

base, it allows us to find LGs that correctly answer the vast 

majority of users' needs, as these catalogs are part of major 

projects in the world of LGs.  In addition to facilitate the 

automatic inclusion of new LGs, it will be easy to browse 

through new catalogues with small parameter tweaks. To 

collect only links that deal with LGs, the system ignores links 

to a domain name that is different from the one of the analyzed 

website. Then, links that do not contain the words related to 

the game title are left. Finally, the remaining links are 

analyzed. For example for the SeriousGamesGlassification 

platform, we start from the link of its link (Appendix, table 5), 

on which we retrieve all games whose link starts by 

"http://serious.gameclassification.com/FR/games/" and 

contains the title of the game (i.e. the object of the link) with a 

hyphen instead of spaces ({/18480-10-Minute-

Solution/index.html} for 10 Minute Solution ).   Web pages 

are documents structured with HTML tags, which frame the 

content that will be displayed or executed by the browser. The 

source code of the page should respect specific conventions 

defined in the documentation [35]. This HTML source code 

allows browsers to build the DOM tree of the web page. This 

Document Object Model (DOM) represents the document 

asset of nodes and objects with properties and methods [36]. 

The DOM route allows you to select specific HTML tags to 

reach a region of the web page. Most web pages are built the 

same way: there is a header containing the site name, 

navigation menus, advertising areas, a main area that contains 

web page information and a footer. In some cases, we may 

have web pages that do not respect this global structure, but 

this is not a problem as the HTML tags are universal [37]. The 

construction of web pages always follows the same semantic. 

For example, <h1> tags are used to give a title to the web page 

and <td> tags are used for tables. There are three types of 

HTML tags: block tags such as <div>, <p>, <header> which 

are used for visual organization [38], [39], line tags such as 

<span>, <strong> which are used to format the text and inline-



 

block tags that are used for optional content [40]. The fact that 

each tag has a specific meaning, even if they are not always 

used according to the HTML 5 recommendations, makes the 

content extracting easier. 

The ADEM model we propose, consists of four steps (Figure 

1): 

Step 1: Clean the web page in order to keep only the regions 

that contain text describing the LG.  

Step 2: Detect the text blocks containing the description of 

the LG and retrieve the keywords for classification attributes. 

Step 3: Selection of most relevant text blocks.  

Step 4: Extract terms of Metadata from description text 

analysis. 

 
 

Figure 1. Activity diagram of ADEM steps 

 

3.2 Step 1: Webpage Cleaning 

 

In step 1, the web page is cleaned by removing unnecessary 

regions. Everything outside the Body tag is first deleted. Then, 

the header and footer areas with the tags <header> and 

<footer>, and tags with attributes of this type, are also deleted. 

Non-HTML tags are also deleted. Then, the menu tags such as 

<aside> and <nav> and the form design tags such as <form> 

and <input> are removed. In fact, the most important tags in a 

web page, that contain main content, are <article> and 

<section>. However, in addition to older web pages created 

before the implementation of HTML 5 [37], some web site 

designers do not use the types of tags recommended by the 

HTML 5 standard to describe their web page content and they 

still use <div> tags for all types of content. Thus when 

analyzing a web page, ADEM will first looks for the new 

semantic tags defined above and, if it does not find them, it 

will then look for the values of the "id" and "Class" attributes 

of the <div> tags that are semantically close to the content tags 

of HTML 5. For example, in figure 3, the web page does not 

contain a specific HTML 5 tag, but we have <div> tag "id" 

attributes that contain words like navbar, sidebar, content... 

which are close to the <nav> and <aside> tags in HTML 5. 

Words "Content" and "main" are searched for because they are 

used to define the main content of the web page [41]. 

Tags with empty content are also deleted along with image 

or graphic representation tags and title tags <h(i, ∀i∈{1...6})>. 

For example, for the Supercharged webpage (figure 3), 

ADEM removes the background image, the header, the footer 

and navbar menu. Only the main content is left (figure 4). 

 After this cleaning, if a <div> tag is contained in another 

<div> tag, we separate this tag from parent tag and so on. 

Finally, we have only the <div> tags which do not contain 

another <div> tags. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. "Supercharged!" Game webpage with its code source 

 

3.3 Step2: Detection of relevant text blocks 

 

    The detection of the relevant text blocks is done with the 

following criteria: 

   - The description texts are framed by paragraph tags <p>. 

   - In most cases, regions containing descriptive texts also 

contain the least Hypertext links, i.e. the tag <a>. 

   - The texts describing the LGs are the ones that contain the 

most inline tags (e.g. <span>, <em>, <br/>...) 

    Thus, a ratio calculation is performed on all the remaining 

blocks containing text, after the cleaning step, according to the 

above criteria.  

 



 

For the ratio calculation of a given <x> tag, Rx represents 

the number of <x> tags in each block tag except the <p> tags, 

which do not contain other block tags represented by TagRi 

(x), on the total of this <x> tag of the remaining regions after 

cleanup, TagPage (x). At this level all calculations are done 

on the remaining areas after the cleaning phase. With this ratio 

calculation formula, we calculate the proportion of tags <p>, 

<a> and the inline type tags defined by <in> contained in each 

block tag and compare it to the entire web page. 

 

𝑅𝑥 =
𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑅𝑖(𝑥)

𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑥)
 (1) 

<  𝑝 >  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜:  𝑅𝑝 =
𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑅𝑖(𝑝)

𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑝)
                     (2) 

<  𝑎 >  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ∶  𝑅𝑎 =
𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑅𝑖 (𝑎)

𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑎)
                     (2) 

<  𝑖𝑛 >  ratio ∶  Rin =
𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑅𝑖 (𝑖𝑛)

𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑖𝑛)
                     (3) 

 Our hypothesis is that the text block containing the LG 

description, should have the highest Rp and Rin ratios found in 

the DOM tree, since these tags are used to format the texts on 

which the user should focus. On the other hand, the Ra ratio 

should be lowest because it is in the long text regions that there 

are the least Hypertext links.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. "supercharged!" webpage relevant text blocks 

detected 

 

To determine the AreaT region, which contains the text used 

to describe the LG, the three ratios will be examined by 

priority, namely the highest Rin, then the highest Rp, and finally 

the lowest Ra. Another criterion that comes into play and 

which is very important is the weight Pwords of the words in 

TagRi, so all tags in TagRi are eliminated and the number of 

words remaining is counted. Finally, we can reduce the 

scenario to an optimization problem where we look for 

AreaTopt regions that correspond to an optimal situation, i.e. 

that have their VR value above average. 

 

VR = Rin + Rp + Pwords– 𝑅a   (5) 

 

∀ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡  / 𝑉𝑅(𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇𝑖) >

𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑉𝑅(𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇))              (6) 

 

For example (in figure 5), the Supercharged! Webpage 

contains 7 remaining blocks. In the remaining tags, we have a 

total of 17 <a> tags, 20 <p> tags, 7 inline tags and 496 words. 

Thus, we selected blocks 1, 6 and 7 according to the scores 

obtained by each of the blocks meeting the criteria of formula 

6. 

Table 2. Supercharged webpage Blocks ratio score 

 

BLOCK Rin Rp Pwords Ra VR 

1 0 0.1 99 0.11 98.99* 

2 0 0.1 60 0.055 60.05 

3 0 0.4 25 0.47 24.93 

4 0 0.1 05 0.11 4.98 

5 0 0.1 03 0.11 2.88 

6 0.85 0.1 220 0 220.95* 

7 0.28 0.1 84 0.11 84.27* 

Average (VR)     70.86 

*VR Scores greater than Average of VR 70.86 is selected 
 

The 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑉𝑅(𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑇))  value that corresponds to the 

average of VR in table 2, gives a value of 70.86, and on the 

data in this table, we only have blocks 1, 6 and 7 with a score 

greater than this average.  

 

3.4 Step 3. Selection of most relevant text locks 

 

If several text blocks are in an optimum situation, i.e. at least 

two text boxes have been selected and therefore could contain 

the description information, only the blocks or nodes, as 

defined by the DOM, that have the same immediate parent will 

be considered. In Fig 5, the blocks 1, 6 and 7 are in an optimum 

situation. However, only block 6 and 7 are together in the same 

parent node, thus, block 1 is not selected. This discrimination 

is important because it allows to ignore content that is not 

related to the description of the game. As we could see, if we 

had kept Block 1, that gives the general objectives and 

missions of the MIT STEP project, terms like "Mathematics" 

and "grades 5-12" would have created many false positives. 

 

3.5 Step 4. Extraction of metadata 

 

After retrieving the description text of each detected area, 

an analysis of the text will begin for the domains to which each 

game is related. To do this, it is first important to know the text 

language. In this, the system analyzes lang attribute of the 

HTML tag of the web page -in this work we considered the 

English and French languages-, if this is not specified, it is the 

text that is analyzed to determine its language by measuring 

the frequency of characters and reference words [42]. From the 

knowledge of the language, the text is freed of Stop Words, 

which consists of deleting words that have no syntactic 

interest. Once this step is carried out, we lemmatize the text, 

then the major terms are grouped according to their similarity 

by their common synonyms. This grouping reduces the size of 

the remaining word vector that will be used to determine the 

scope of LGs according to an educational ontology.  



 

To extract terms describing the level for LGs, ADEM uses 

the thesaurus of the European schoolnet Vocabulary Bank for 

Education [43]. The terms of this vocabulary bank that match 

the terms of the text the closest are chosen. If no match is 

found, ADEM considered the LG is for the general public.  

Regarding the platform on which the LG can run, and since 

we focus on LGs usable in a classroom, ADEM only keeps 

LGs that can run on the following platforms; PC, Tablet, 

Smartphone, Mac, and on the following operating systems; 

Windows, Linux, MacOs, iOS, Android, Windows Phone and 

online. 

For example, for the LG in Figure 3, the words "physics", 

were identified in the description text in addition to other 

elements such as platform, gender, and domain, which gives 

"online", "puzzle" and "student" respectively (words 

highlighted in yellow in figure 5). 

As a result, ADEM automatically collected 785 LG web 

pages. The number of LGs collected is more than enough 

compared to the number of games in the 

SeriousGameClassification catalogue. Moreover, each time a 

new LG is added to the catalogue, the ADEM system will 

automatically add it to the catalogue. Another important point 

is that ADEM indexes only LGs which removes all noise in 

the selection of these LGs by the users as seen in table 1 

showing a major gap between the total number of games and 

the number of LGs collected by these catalogs. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

4.1 Experimental design 

 

The objective of this first experimentation is to validate the 

fact that ADEM can automatically extract relevant information 

about LGs, by analyzing the content from their editors’ web 

page. To determine the relevance of the system, the evaluation 

was conducted with 15 teachers. Indeed, we want to know if 

ADEM can extract the description information of LGs and 

with what level of accuracy. To do this, we asked teachers to 

measure the accuracy of the extracted information, because 

they are the first target of LG libraries. The profile of these 

teachers is diverse in terms of the subjects they teach (3 

language, 6 science, 1 sport, 5 technology) as well as the level 

of teaching (2 in primary, 8 in secondary, 7 in higher 

education).  

Out of the 785 LGs extracted by ADEM, we provided these 

teachers with a selection of 24 LGs. In order to assure ADEM 

worked on all types of webpages, we selected well formatted 

webpages, poorly formatted webpages, webpages with 

presentation popup, platform webpages, webpages with 

several LGs and webpages with Flash animations. The 

metadata extracted by ADEM for these 24 in Table 3.  

For each LG, the teachers assigned a score between 0 and 5, 

depending on the keywords ADEM extracted in relation to 

those they would have chosen on the web site. In addition, they 

gave a percentage of precision for each extracted description 

text.  

This experiment was carried out over a period of 2 months. 

In practice, difficulties identified by the teachers concerned the 

accuracy of the text, especially on web pages with a lot of 

diverse information such as Foldit and Prog & play web pages. 

the analysis of these web pages required more time and 

reflection from them. This is precisely the problem that 

ADEM wants to resolve.
 

 

TABLE 3. Learning Games keywords automatically extracted from ADEM 

 

LEARNING GAMES NAME DOMAIN PLATFORM LEVEL 

Lure of the Labyrinth Math, Algebra Online College  

Supercharged Physics Online Student  

StarLogo Programming system Online  Age +10 

MecheM Chemistry  Online Age -17 

Foldit Science, biology PC, online All  

Robot Tueur Mechanic  Online Student  

Fuite Fatal Electricity  Online  Student 

Estimation du bien-être en entreprise Statistic, Math Online  Student 

Mission a Emosson Mechanic Online  Student 

Learn Japanese To Survive! Hiragana Battle Japanese PC All  

codecombat Code python, JavaScript Online  College   

Prog & Play programming language Pc  College  

taxman number, math Online  All 

Algo bot Programming Online  College  

Typing of dead Computer PC  All  

Cranky Math  Online  All 

10 minutes Solution Sports, body exercises Online 3rd person  

Zombie division math   Online  College  

Poubelle ecologique Tri dechets Online  age -18 

Algebots Math Online  age -12 

english taxi English, Chinese Online  Student  

Reconnaître les déterminants Langue, Français Online  age -11 



 

check.io programming Online  Student   

Color memory games Memory game Tablet Kids  

 

 

4.2 Result 

 

In addition to the result of the teachers' evaluation that 

defines the general accuracy (scale of 1 to 5) and percentage 

of precision of the keywords, the validity of the model was 

measured by the noise metric that is widely used in the field of 

content extraction [37], [38] and represents the level of 

unnecessary texts collected by the system. 

 

𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 1 −  
𝑃𝑤

𝑀𝑤
    (7) 

 

Mw is the number of words of the text obtained by the 

model, Pw is the number of words of the description text 

obtained by the teacher on the LG webpage. 

The results of the evaluation, in Table 4, show that ADEM 

extracts the description content of the LGs on their web page 

with an average of 85% accuracy, and never lower than 80%, 

which is considered a good threshold [35]. In terms of 

keyword retrieval for the metadata phase, we have an average 

score of 4/5 with a minimum of 3/5.  

However, there are problems for the LG such as Foldit with 

metrics of 0, cause of the description of the LG which is not 

on the LG page but rather a lot of information about the 

ecosystem of the LG. In addition, there is a lot of noise in the 

recovery of description content, for some games, which is 

explained by the poor organization of the pages concerned 

with the information scattered in several unrelated nodes with 

the use of HTML tags that do not respect defined logic. For 

web pages with a good content structure, the noise level is 

around 0%, like those of "Cranky" and "10 Minutes solution" 

which have their web pages built on the same model the 

MobyGames platform. The noise level is much higher for 

"Robot tueur", "Fuite Fatal", "Estimation du bien-être en 

entreprise" and "Mission à Emosson" because these games are 

described on the same page "Les Ecsper" which contains 6 

games for this project, with a pop-up that appears when you 

click on one of the LG (figure 6). 

Thus, the observed noise represents the description 

information of the other LGs that the model retrieves from the 

webpage. Despite these high noises, we still have a high level 

of relevance with a threshold of 70%, which is very good [35] 

because it is based on this relevance that the information 

describing the LGs can be analyzed for other types of 

applications. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Les Ecsper Webpage show pop-up when we click 

on one LG 

 

TABLE 4. ADEM evaluation results 

 

LEARNING GAMES 
 [0-5] 

Keywords 
% Text 

Precision 
% Noise 

Lure of the Labyrinth 3,2 98,13 28,4 

Supercharged 5 99,38 49,6 

StarLogo 4,3 93,75 23,9 

MecheM 3 96,88 18,54 

Foldit 3 0 - 

Robot Tueur 4,6 73,75 82,9 

Fuite Fatal 4,6 73,75 83,3 

Estimation du bien-être en 
entreprise 

4,5 73,75 
86,2 

Mission a Emosson 4,7 73,75 85,1 

Learn Japanese To Survive ! 
Hiragana Battle 

4,2 100 
44,9 

codecombat 4,5 74,38 63,2 

Prog & Play 4,1 88,75 11,5 

taxman 4,5 92,5 26,5 

Algo bot 3,1 92,5 38,4 

Typing of dead 2,1 93,75 10,12 

Cranky 3,8 89,38 0 

10 minutes Solution 4 95,63 1,6 

Zombie division 4,7 100 12 

Poubelle ecologique 4,6 100 3 

Algebots 4,9 77,5 1,4 

english taxi 4,9 81,88 3,3 

Reconnaître les déterminants 4,5 100 1,9 

check.io 5 84,38 14 



 

Color memory games 4,9 100 0 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The idea of automatically extracting information describing 

Learning Games (LG) aims to solve time consuming and error-

prone manual indexing of LGs. The proposed Automatic 

Description Extraction Model (ADEM) can automatically 

extract the relevant information that describes a LG and the 

keywords for metadata from a webpage, without prior 

knowledge of the organization and structure of its DOM tree. 

ADEM meets the objectives set with good precision both in 

the extraction of relevant text and in the search for keywords. 

The main difficulty for extracting information automatically 

come from the fact that the text containing the LGs’ 

description is sometimes in the middle of insignificant text 

blocks, which increases the noise found in the extracted text. 

To reduce this noise level, ADEM proceeds to several steps 

that clean and select of the potentially interesting text blocks, 

before performing a syntax analysis to identify keywords used 

for LG description.  

ADEM can be used by LG catalogs to improve and 

accelerate indexing tasks by simply specifying game pages for 

automated indexing. To improve the system, we could involve 

humans at a low level, especially for pages that are very poorly 

formatted or contain a lot of flash content. For the keywords 

of the metadata phase having a corpus of domain terms can be 

a good perspective in improving the system.  

Currently, ADEM presents some limitations. First, relevant 

text areas could have special CSS formatting styles. However, 

the current HTML DOM parsing does not consider extra styles 

such as CSS tags. This could be done by scanning the CSS 

files to analyze HTML areas that receive special processing 

from attribute tags. The challenge here is to create an efficient 

processing for text blocks in CSS. Another limitation of 

ADEM is the very basic keyword search. The use of a 

collaborative domain ontology of LGs could improve this 

phase and include more languages easily. 

Finally, ADEM could be used to automatically index all 

kinds of items on webpages. We intend on providing users 

with an interface where they will be able to adjust parameters 

in ADEM, according to their objectives and desired keywords. 
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APPENDIX 

 

   The table 5 and table 6 are respectivly table 1 and table 3 data with their URLs. 

 

 

 

Table 5. List of Learning Games catalogues 



 

 

Catalogue URL 

GameClassification http://serious.gameclassification.com/FR/games/index.html 

Moby Games https://www.mobygames.com/browse/games/list-games/ 

Serious Games Fr https://www.serious-game.fr/category/serious-games/ 

MIT Education Arcade https://education.mit.edu/project-type/games/ 

Vocabulary Spelling City https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/ 

 

Table 6. List of Learning Games 
 

LEARNING GAMES URL 

Lure of the Labyrinth https://education.mit.edu/project/lure-of-the-labyrinth/ 

Supercharged https://web.mit.edu/mitstep/projects/supercharged.html 

StarLogo https://www.slnova.org/ 

MecheM http://serious.gameclassification.com/EN/games/16870-MeCHeM/index.html 

Foldit http://Fold.it 

Robot Tueur http://lesecsper.mines-douai.fr/ 

Fuite Fatal http://lesecsper.mines-douai.fr/ 

Estimation bien-être en entreprise http://lesecsper.mines-douai.fr/ 

Mission a Emosson http://lesecsper.mines-douai.fr/ 

Learn Japanese To Survive!  https://igg-games.com/learn-japanese-175115241-to-survive-hiragana-battle-free-download.html 

codecombat https://codecombat.com/ 

Prog & Play http://programminggames.org/Prog-Play.ashx 

taxman https://www.mobygames.com/game/browser/taxman-game 

Algo bot http://www.algo-bot.com/ 

Typing of dead http://www.jeuxvideo.com/jeux/pc/00004646-the-typing-of-the-dead.htm 

Cranky https://www.mobygames.com/game/cranky/ 

10 minutes Solution https://www.mobygames.com/game/wii/10-minute-solution 

Zombie division http://serious.gameclassification.com/FR/games/3152-Zombie-Division/index.html 

Poubelle ecologique http://www.gameclassification.com/FR/games/66-La-poubelle-ecologique/index.html 

Algebots http://www.socialimpactgames.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=249 

english taxi http://www.desq.co.uk/sections/portfolio/index_search.aspx?clientID=20# 

Reconnaître les déterminants http://serious.gameclassification.com/FR/games/46068-Reconnaitre-les-determinants/index.html 

check.io https://checkio.org/ 

Color memory games https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/memory_games/color-memory-game.html 

 


